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HONOR YOUR TIME,
celebrate your space.
It’s an exciting time to be designing a bathroom. Across the world, people 

are celebrating their individuality as well as their connections to one another. 

In the bathroom, this translates to highly personalized designs centered 

around your well-being. It’s never been easier to experience the spa at 

home. And the opportunities to showcase your own style are endless.

At Kohler, we have made it our business to help you achieve the bathroom  

of your dreams. Whether it’s a jewel-like powder room to welcome guests or  

a restful retreat for you and your partner, Kohler has a design solution.  

We’re here to take you from inspiration to dream come true. 

Turn the page to get started.

HONOR YOUR TIME,
celebrate your space.
It’s an exciting time to be designing a bathroom. Across the world, people 

are celebrating their individuality as well as their connections to one another. 

In the bathroom, this translates to highly personalized designs centered 

around your well-being. It’s never been easier to experience the spa at 

home. And the opportunities to showcase your own style are endless.

At Kohler, we have made it our business to help you achieve the bathroom 

of your dreams. Whether it’s a jewel-like powder room to welcome guests or 

a restful retreat for you and your partner, Kohler has a design solution. 

We’re here to take you from inspiration to dream come true. 

Turn the page to get started.
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Ready to discover your dream bathroom? This book is designed  

to help you journey from dreaming to building. Here’s your map.

HOW to use this book

INSPIRATION
You want personality and style, and lasting 

beauty. We get it, and we can help you  

design a look that does it all.

Explore 6 Trends

White, Smoky, Noir, Pale, Pattern and Color

Tour 18 Bathrooms

Within each trend section, see how the  

look translates to traditional, transitional  

and modern bathrooms.

victorian 
  EDGE

SMOKY | TRADITIONAL

With all the charm of a Victorian manor, this master 

bathroom brims with drama. Steampunk-style lighting 

brings a gaslight glow to smoky grays, dusty browns 

and bronze shimmers. Designed with an abundance 

of built-in storage from the shower to the vanity,  

Victorian Edge smolders with personality.

To see more of this room, visit  
ideas.KOHLER.com/VictorianEdge
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38 | SMOKY | TREND

Golden caramels, cherry mochas and dark chocolates – flavorful shades  

you can find in abundance in our smoky palette. Calling to mind worn  

leather, polished wood and amber pools of light, smoky has an undeniable 

sex appeal.

As bathroom environments begin to feature characteristics more familiar  

in libraries or dens, it’s no surprise that smoky hues and their sultry luxury 

have also gained favor.

40  TR ADITIONAL 
Victorian Edge

46  TR ANSITIONAL 
Ember Prism

50  MODER N 
Minimalism Unveiled

For inspiration, search SMOKY at 
ideas.KOHLER.com
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Traditional
COLONIAL, VICTORIAN, NEOCLASSIC

Stately and somewhat formal with ornamental details

Good examples of traditional architecture and style are:

1 Nantucket Prep page 18

Transitional
COTTAGE, ARTS & CRAFTS, URBAN LOFT 

Skirts the edge between the formality of traditional  

and the minimalism of modern

Think along these lines:

YOUR design style
While style is individual and endlessly nuanced, a loose understanding of these  

three design categories – traditional, transitional and modern – can help you  

start down the path to defining your own style.

DESIGNING THE LOOK

PLANNING
Before you dive into choosing  

specific products, we’ll walk  

you through the more important 

things to keep in mind.



Conical Bell® Vessel above-counter bathroom 
sink with Persia design K-14223-SR2-0 

Margaux® Tall single-handle bathroom sink faucet K-16231-4-SN282 | PRODUCTS | STYLING SPACE | SINKS

ARTIST EDITIONS SINKS

Turnings® Vessel
VITREOUS CHINA

16¼" diameter x 6⅜" | K-2741 
Shown in White (0)

Bouclé™

DESIGN ON CONICAL BELL® VESSEL SINK

VITREOUS CHINA

16¼" diameter x 6⅜" | K-2200 (shown) 
Camber® under-mount | K-2349 
Shown in Bouclé Tweed™ (HV)

Mille Fleurs™

DESIGN ON CONICAL BELL VESSEL SINK

VITREOUS CHINA

16¼" diameter x 6⅜" | K-14223-T9-47 (shown) 
Camber under-mount | K-14036-T9-47 
Caxton® under-mount | K-14218-T9-47 
Kathryn® under-mount | K-14275-T9-47 

Vintage® drop-in | K-14272-T9-47

(0) (W2) (96) (47)

(G9) (K4) (7)

(HV) (HW)

Serpentine Bronze™

DESIGN ON CONICAL BELL VESSEL SINK

VITREOUS CHINA

16¼" diameter x 6⅜" | K-14223-SP-G9 (shown) 
Caxton under-mount | K-14218-SP-G9 

Intaglio® drop-in | K-14234-SP-G9

Caravan® Collection
PERSIA DESIGN ON CONICAL BELL VESSEL SINK

VITREOUS CHINA

16¼" diameter x 6⅜" | K-14223-SR2-0 (shown) 
Caxton under-mount | K-14218-SR2-0

Caravan Collection
NEPAL DESIGN ON CONICAL BELL VESSEL SINK

VITREOUS CHINA

16¼" diameter x 6⅜" | K-14223-SR1-K7 (shown) 
Caxton under-mount | K-14218-SR1-K7

Lilies Lore®

CAST BRONZE UNDER-MOUNT

175⁄16" x 145⁄16" x 5⅛" | K-14297
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STYLING SPACE GUIDE
Styling spaces are the most multifunctional spaces in the bathroom, accommodating everything from  

simply washing your hands to your full morning routine with hair styling and makeup application. Most  

people begin by choosing either a vanity or pedestal sink and building the styling space around it.  

Below are a few considerations to help you decide which is right for you.

PEDESTAL-CENTRIC
The pedestal sink path is often chosen for powder rooms where space may be  

limited and storage is less of a concern. Dual pedestal sinks can be an elegant  

choice for master bath styling spaces as well.

View pedestal sinks on page 275.

Medicine Cabinet
Provides easy access at eye level  
to frequently used items. 

Lighting

Towel Ring

Faucet

Pedestal Sink
Sink designs that feature wide decks work well  

for styling spaces that see daily use.

256 | PRODUCTS | STYLING SPACE | VANITIES

VANITY-CENTRIC
Going with a vanity makes the most sense when designing your primary styling  

space or one that is shared by mulitple people. Ample storage and organization  

options simplify and elevate both your morning and evening rituals.

View vanities beginning on page 260.

Mirror/Medicine Cabinet
Pair your vanity with a coordinated framed  

mirror or a medicine cabinet with a wood  

surround to complete the look. 

Lighting

Towel Ring

Faucet

Vanity
With innovative storage options like electrical  

strips and organizing trays, everything you  

need is at your fingertips.

For more information, visit  
KOHLER.com/StylingSpaceGuide

Vanity Top

� � � �� � � �� � �� � � � � � � � �� � � � ���� � �

PRODUCTS
Now the real fun starts – choosing  

the items that will actually bring the 

bathroom you’ve been dreaming  

of to life.

�
Helpful product details.

WHAT’S TRENDING

Trends we think you’ll love.

Design 
ideas  

to get you 
started.

KEEP AN EYE OUT
You’ll find tidbits of design and 

product advice throughout the 

book. Here’s a simple key to help 

you find what you need.
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ONLINE resources

Guides

Learn more about how to 

choose the best products  

for your needs. 

KOHLER.com/BathroomGuide

Find Your Style

Not sure how to define your style?  

Find your style at  

ideas.KOHLER.com/Style

While we have designed this book to be as comprehensive as possible, there is 

so much more. We update content regularly and invite you to visit often.

Inspiration
ideas.KOHLER.com 

#kohlerideas

Products & Tools
us.KOHLER.com

Ideas

Get additional design ideas  

and inspiration for your  

next project. 

ideas.KOHLER.com/Bathroom

Design Tools

Access 2- and 3-D product 

drawings to help as you  

layout your space. 

KOHLER.com/DesignTools

Social Media

 pinterest.com/kohlerco

 houzz.com/pro/kohlerco/kohler

 youtube.com/user/kohler

 facebook.com/kohler

 bold.KOHLER.com

 instagram.com/kohlerco

 twitter.com/kohler
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White  
(0) 

Honed White 
(HW1)  

White Impressions 
(G81) 

White Expressions 
(S33) 

Dune  
(NY) 

Dune Impressions 
(G82) 

Earthen White  
(W2)

Sea Salt™  
(FF)

Biscuit  
(96)
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(G83) 
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(FD)
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Here is a quick look at how our trends and rooms are organized. Each of the six trends is 

featured in a traditional, a transitional and a modern room. However, we also have made 

an effort to visualize the way in which design styles rarely fit neatly into boxes but rather 

run along a spectrum from traditional to modern.

TRENDS & ROOMS at a glance

Nantucket Prep  |  18

Palm Springs Connected  |  30

WHITE SMOKY NOIR

Regency East  |  62

Cufflinks & Curiosities  |  68

Ember Prism  |  46

Victorian Edge  |  40

Bourbon & Bronze  |  74

Minimalism Unveiled  |  50
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Empire Elegance  |  24



PALE COLORPATTERN

Desert Damask  |  110

Flight of Fancy  |  88

Petal Pink  |  94

Craft Curation  |  102

Low Country Retreat  |  82

Graphic Infusion  |  116

Nordic Lights  |  130

Primary Play  |  124

Rose Reflections  |  136
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HITE
A color for every season, white can be crisp and  

cool or soft and warm. Our white bathrooms reflect  

a broad spectrum of design vernaculars that often 

use white as a foundational element.
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16 | WHITE | TREND



White is full of wonder. It’s an unmarked canvas. A liberating absence that 

feels like permission to let our minds and creativity roam free. Layer in  

texture and detail, all in complementary shades of white, and you suddenly 

have a rich, subtly complex space that still evokes a sense of freedom and 

possibility and invites you to let go. 

And like many timeless trends, the nuance of white lends itself to a wide 

range of design aesthetics. From simple Nordic spaces to grand rooms  

with coffered ceilings and wainscoted walls, white plays equally as well  

with everything.

18  TR ADITIONAL 
Nantucket Prep

24  TR ANSITIONAL 
Empire Elegance

30  MODER N 
Palm Springs Connected

For inspiration, search WHITE at 
ideas.KOHLER.com
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Nantucket 
     Prep

WHITE | TRADITIONAL

A Cape Cod classic, the Nantucket Prep  

bathroom captures the quintessential charm  

of coastal living. Exposed beams along the 

white ceiling reflect warm natural light from  

the bank of windows, while fixtures in Dune,  

 a cool shade of white, pair with soft grays  

to make this a tranquil seaside retreat.

To see more of this room, visit  
ideas.KOHLER.com/NantucketPrep
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WHAT’S TRENDING

Warm-toned finishes that make a space 
feel more inviting are becoming more 

popular in bathroom design.

Split drawers  
help streamline  
your morning 

routine.

20 | WHITE | NANTUCKET PREP



If you have 
multiple users 

of varying heights, 
a handshower with a 
slidebar is a simple 

solution.

Margaux® faucets 
and accessories, 

including matching 
sconces, balance 
formal elegance 

with a sleek  
silhouette.

A paradise of organizational bliss for those of us  

with Type-A tendencies, Nantucket Prep features  

customized storage in both the shower and styling 

spaces. Stylish as well as smart, the Tresham®  

collection – vanity, toilet and shower base here –  

gives a nod to traditional early American design  

while updating the look for today’s bathrooms. 

Choreograph® shower walls in VeinCut Dune echo the 

cool tones of the Mohair Grey vanity and Dune sink 

and toilet. Designed to stay clutter-free, the shower 

features a built-in Shower Locker® unit with adjustable 

shelves, hooks and baskets to organize all of your 

shower items.
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The Tresham® one-piece 
toilet features a skirted  

trapway for a streamlined 
look and ease of cleaning.

Introducing a 
subtle pattern  

or texture into a  
white palette is  

essential to creating 
visual interest.

To see more of this room, visit  
ideas.KOHLER.com/NantucketPrep

22 | WHITE | NANTUCKET PREP



  1 |  Margaux® Widespread Bathroom Sink Faucet  
with Lever Handles (K-16232-4-BV)

  2 |  Ceramic/Impressions® 31" Vanity-Top Sink 
(K-2779-8-G82)

  3 |  Tresham® 30" Vanity with Damask® Knobs 
(K-5289-1WT/K-99686-HF3)

  4 |  Margaux Multifunction 2.5 GPM Showerhead, 
Arm and Flange (K-16245-BV/K-16280-BV)

  5 |  Margaux Rite-Temp® Pressure-Balancing  
Valve Trim with Push-Button Diverter and  
Lever Handle (K-T98759-4-BV)

  6 |  Artifacts® 30" Slidebar, Slidebar Trim,  
Artifacts 2.0 GPM Handshower with Katalyst®  
Air-Induction Spray, Wall-Mount Supply Elbow 
and MasterShower® 60" Metal Shower Hose 
(K-72798-BV/ K-72799-BV/K-72776-BV/ 
K-72796-BV/K-9514-BV) 

  7 | Tresham Shower Base (K-1974-NY)

  8 | Margaux Sconce (K-16268-BV)

  9 | Margaux Towel Ring (K-16254-BV)

10 |  Margaux Horizontal Toilet Tissue Holder 
(K-16265-BV)

11 |  Tresham Comfort Height® One-Piece Elongated 
1.28 GPF Toilet with Tresham Trip Lever and  
Reveal® Quiet-Close™ Elongated Toilet Seat 
(K-3981-NY/K-9375-BV/K-4008-NY)

12 | Choreograph® 14" Floating Shelf (K-97622-ABZ)

13 |  Choreograph 9" Shower Locker® Storage 
(K-97630-NY)

14 | Choreograph 24" Shower Barre (K-97625-ABZ)

15 | Choreograph Shower Wall Kit (K-97614-W07)

16 | Invincible Patriot Ridge Oak Floor

17 | Benjamin Moore® Simply White Paint OC-117

18 | Farrow & Ball Lattice Wallpaper BP3501

Not Shown: 
Levity® Sliding Shower Door (K-706011-L-ABV)

Featured Colors & Finishes:  

G82 Dune Impressions | NY Dune | W07 VeinCut Dune |  

BV Vibrant® Brushed Bronze | 1WT Mohair Grey | HF3 Black | 

ABV Anodized Brushed Bronze | ABZ Anodized Dark Bronze

GET THIS LOOK
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EMPIRE
   elegance

WHITE | TRANSITIONAL

A space that has “good bones” 

opens the door to a world of  

design options. Our Empire  

Elegance bathroom features  

the high ceilings and detailed 

wainscoting characteristic of  

a traditional townhouse. A white 

palette and luxurious materials  

add to the grandeur, while  

mixed metals and clean shapes 

give the room twenty-first  

century appeal. 
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The refined modern design of the Vox® 
Rectangle sink pairs perfectly with the 
sleek angles of the Composed™ faucet. A marriage of artful design  

and advanced technology,  
the Veil® intelligent toilet offers  

personalized comfort  
and cleansing.

WHAT’S TRENDING

Couples are looking to the bathroom as  
a space to connect before and after a  

long day. Dual styling spaces allow them 
to enjoy one another’s company without 

getting in one another’s way.

26 | WHITE | EMPIRE ELEGANCE



Divided between wet and dry areas, this bathroom is as 

practical as it is eye-catching. Its galley-style floor plan 

allowed us to surround the bathing and showering  

spaces with marble tile, providing a spot to towel off  

while still preserving the warmth a wood floor affords.

The styling space is delineated by a chevron parquet  

floor and acts as a soft counterpoint to the crisp lines  

and cool surfaces of the marble. Wall-mount Jute® vanities 

are topped by Vox® sinks and Composed™ faucets,  

creating his and hers refined minimalist stations.

Tea-for-Two® baths provide 
more than enough space  

to share a soak.
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Control up to three  
water outlets at once  
with the DTV Prompt®  

digital showering system

28 | WHITE | EMPIRE ELEGANCE



  1 |  Composed™ Single-Handle Bathroom Sink  
Faucet with Pure Handle (K-73050-7-TT)

  2 |  Solid/Expressions® 31" Vanity Top with Vox®  
Rectangle Vessel Above-Counter Bathroom  
Sink (K-5437-S36/K-2660-1-0)

  3 |  Jute® 30" Wall-Hung Vanity and Bar Pulls 
(K-99541-L-1WK/K-99688-HF3)

  4 |  10" Contemporary Round 2.5 GPM Rainhead with 
Katalyst® Air-Induction Spray and Right- 
Angle Showerarm (K-13689-TT/K-10124-TT)

  5 |  Shift™ Ellipse Multifunction 2.5 GPM Handshower, 
30" Slidebar, Stillness Supply Elbow and  
MasterShower® 60" Metal Shower Hose  
(K-10257-A-TT/K-8524-TT/K-976-TT/K-9514-TT)

  6 |  WaterTile® Round 54-Nozzle Body Spray  
(K-8014-TT)

  7 |  DTV Prompt® Digital Interface and Mounting 
Bracket (K-558-1CP/K-559-CP)

  8 | Composed Hand Towel Holder (K-73145-TT) 

  9 | Composed 18" Towel Bar (K-73141-TT) 

10 |  Veil® One-Piece Elongated Dual-Flush Intelligent 
Toilet (K-5401-0)

11 | Kentwood Maple Cannon in Herringbone

12 | Benjamin Moore® Simply White Paint OC-117

13 |  ANN SACKS® Calacatta Borghini Field Tile 
(AS13110)

14 |  Composed Single-Handle Bath Faucet with  
Handshower (K-73078-4-TT)

15 | Tea-for-Two® Drop-In Bath (K-855-0)

Not Shown: 
Catalan® Medicine Cabinet (K-2918-PG-SAA)

Featured Colors & Finishes: S36 Ice™ Grey Expressions |  

S33 White Expressions | 0 White | TT Vibrant® Titanium |  

1WK Satin Oak | HF3 Black | CP Polished Chrome |  

SAA Satin Anodized Aluminum

GET THIS LOOK
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PALM SPRINGS 
CONNECTED

H O M E  T O U R

WHITE | MODERN

Renovated by Palm Springs designers Jackie Thomas and DeeAnn McCoy of 

Thomboy Properties, this home stays true to its mid-century modern roots while 

introducing advanced technologies and features. Bordering a courtyard pool 

and fire pit, this cool desert oasis is brimming with sensory experiences.

To see more of this home, visit  
ideas.KOHLER.com/PalmSpringsHouse
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Designed for the connected couple, the  

DTV+TM digital showering system allows users  

to preprogram customized experiences.  

With speakers, showerheads, multifunction 

handshowers and rainheads, the shower is  

a space to wake up and be energized or  

unwind and rejuvenate.

In keeping with the minimalist high-tech  

design of the bathroom, the sleek, oval  

Veil® intelligent toilet delivers personalized 

cleansing and comfort.

WHAT’S TRENDING

Contemporary design and ease  
of use give walk-through showers 

extra appeal, especially in the case  
of two-person showers. 

The DTV + interface 
can be installed  

both in and outside 
of the shower.

Enjoy warm-water 
cleansing with the 

Veil intelligent toilet.

32 | WHITE | PALM SPRINGS CONNECTED



Sunstruck® baths, with 
their graceful oval design, 
are available with a fluted 

or straight shroud.

Why did you choose the Sierra Way house?

You might say the house chose us. We 
received a call from a friend of the homeowner 
inquiring whether or not we would be 
interested in purchasing the property. We were 
very familiar with the house as it is on one of 
the nicest streets in the neighborhood and in  
a dilapidated state – it was a standout for all  
the wrong reasons. Seeing the potential,  
how could we say no?

Is incorporating technology into the 
bathroom a trend you’re seeing more of? 

We are keenly aware that we live in a very 
wired world that makes escape harder and 
harder, so we decided that we would take 
the best of technology to create the ultimate 
sensory experience. The KOHLER® integrated 
multisensory shower system allows the user 
to preset their desired settings and listen to 
beautiful music while in the shower. Whether 
you are starting or ending your day or going 
out on the town, you can create an experience 
in the bathroom that sets the tone for the rest 
of the day or evening.

Do you think cleansing toilets have a part  
to play in health and wellness today?

None of us are getting any younger, and we 
are all looking for ways to maximize our health 
and well-being. You may not equate toilets 
with a luxury experience but that’s exactly 
what Veil® provides: a sense of comfort, ease 
and simple indulgence at your fingertips. 
Toilets with cleansing functionality are just one 
more way for us to enhance what is already a 
very personal experience. 

Do you have general bathroom design tips 
for homeowners?

It is paramount to understand what your 
immediate needs are as well as your long-term 
goals before you embark on a renovation. 
In our case, we know that many people are 
buying second homes that they plan to retire 
to some day, so we are cognizant of making 
certain we create showers that are easily 
accessible (curbless or slight step-downs 
for ease of use). We also want to create 
something that is clean, classic and timeless 
so it can age with us.

WITH JACKIE THOMAS + DEEANN MCCOY  

OF THOMBOY PROPERTIES

Q&A

To see more of this home, visit  
ideas.KOHLER.com/PalmSpringsHouse
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Modern and 
intuitive, Loure® 
is water delivery 
pared down to 
the essential.

34 | WHITE | PALM SPRINGS CONNECTED



Continue the tour online.

See how DeeAnn McCoy and Jackie Thomas 

brought their vision to life in the rest of the home.

GET THIS LOOK

1 1

2 & 3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11
12

13

14

15

16

  1 |  Loure® Widespread Bathroom Sink  
Faucet (K-14661-4-CP)

  2 |  Verticyl® Rectangle Under-Mount  
Bathroom Sink (K-2882-0)

  3|  Solid/Expressions® 73" Vanity Top 
(K-5462-S33)

  4 |  Jute® 72" Wall-Hung Vanity and Bar Pulls 
(K-99550-1WL/K-99688-HF1)

  5 |  Loure Floor-Mount Bath Filler Trim with 
Handshower (K-T97330-4-CP)

  6 |  Sunstruck® Freestanding Bath with 
Straight Shroud (K-6368-0)

  7 | Loure 30" Towel Bar (K-11588-CP)

  8 |  Veil® One-Piece Elongated Dual-Flush 
Intelligent Toilet (K-5401-0)

  9 |  Loure 2.0 GPM Showerhead with Katalyst® 
Air-Induction Spray, Showerarm and 
Flange (K-45215-CP/K-14679-CP)

10 |  8" Contemporary Square 2.0 GPM  
Rainhead with Katalyst Air-Induction Spray 
and 6" Ceiling-Mount Showerarm and 
Flange (K-45200-CP/K-7394-CP)

11 | SoundTile® Speakers (K-8033-CP)

12 |  DTV+™ Digital Interface and Mounting 
Bracket (K-99693-NA/K-99694-CP)

13 |  Awaken® 36" Deluxe Slidebar with 
Integrated Water Supply, Shift™ Ellipse 
Multifunction 2.0 GPM Handshower and 
MasterShower® 60" Metal Shower Hose 
(K-98344-CP/ K-10257-A-CP/K-9514-CP)

14 |  Loure Covered Toilet Tissue Holder 
(K-11584-CP)

15 |  ANN SACKS® Dolomite Corina Marble Tile 
(AS15228) 

16 |  Benjamin Moore® Simply White Paint  
OC-117

Featured Colors & Finishes: 0 White |  

S33 White Expressions | CP Polished Chrome |  

1WL Laurentii Silk | HF1 Chrome

To see more of this home, visit  
ideas.KOHLER.com/PalmSpringsHouse
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SMO



MOKY
Smoldering with brass and copper highlights, a 

smoky palette breathes new life into the bathroom. 

Edgy and sophisticated, the rooms that follow feature 

rich hues from hickory to mahogany that glow with 

quiet vibrancy.
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38 | SMOKY | TREND



Golden caramels, cherry mochas and dark chocolates – flavorful shades  

you can find in abundance in our smoky palette. Calling to mind worn  

leather, polished wood and amber pools of light, smoky has an undeniable 

sex appeal.

As bathroom environments begin to feature characteristics more familiar  

in libraries or dens, it’s no surprise that smoky hues and their sultry luxury 

have also gained favor.

40  TR ADITIONAL 
Victorian Edge

46  TR ANSITIONAL 
Ember Prism

50  MODER N 
Minimalism Unveiled

For inspiration, search SMOKY at 
ideas.KOHLER.com
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victorian 
  EDGE

SMOKY | TRADITIONAL

With all the charm of a Victorian manor, this master 

bathroom brims with drama. Steampunk-style lighting 

brings a gaslight glow to smoky grays, dusty browns 

and bronze shimmers. Designed with an abundance 

of built-in storage from the shower to the vanity,  

Victorian Edge smolders with personality.

To see more of this room, visit  
ideas.KOHLER.com/VictorianEdge
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Memoirs® faucets and accessories 
paired with Memoirs fixtures help 

you create a coordinated look.

One of the first rules of design is to find 

what you love and design around it. We 

fell for the sophisticated irreverence of 

this iridescent skull wall covering and 

the beautiful way it pairs with the ornate 

Victorian wall panels and trim. 

Ideal for the couple that wants to be 

surrounded by elegant luxury, the  

bathroom features Memoirs faucets  

and fixtures. As an en-suite master  

bathroom, Victorian Edge benefits  

from both a shared vanity space and 

private showering and toilet spaces.

42 | SMOKY | VICTORIAN EDGE



Subtle shifts in color – here between 
Thunder™ Grey vanity tops, Felt Grey 

vanities and Kendall Charcoal  
walls – tie the space together  
while letting each piece shine. 

To see more of this room, visit  
ideas.KOHLER.com/VictorianEdge
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WHAT’S TRENDING

Lighting that combines retro industrial design 
with contemporary details is filling rooms with 

warm, diffuse light. Clear glass globes and 
bulbs showcase low-tech beauty.

Memoirs® one-piece toilet in  
Dune features the traditional 

design detailing that has made 
the Memoirs collection a popular 

choice for 20 years.

HydroRail® shower column lets 
you combine two water delivery 

options like a rainhead and 
handshower without having to 

change the valve behind the wall. 
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  1 |  Memoirs® Stately Widespread Bathroom Sink Faucet 
with Lever Handles (K-454-4S-BN)

  2 |  Ceramic/Impressions® 37" Vanity-Top Sink  
(K-2798-8-G88)

  3 |  Marabou® 36" Vanity, Marabou Lap Drawer, Memoirs  
Stately Drawer Knobs and Pull (K-99555-1WC/ 
K-99669-1WC/K-522-BN/K-523-BN)

  4 | Memoirs Robe Hook (K-492-BN)

  5 | Memoirs Stately Towel Ring (K-487-BN)

  6 | Memoirs Stately Toilet Tissue Holder (K-490-BN)

  7 |  Memoirs Stately Comfort Height® One-Piece Elongated 
1.25 GPF Toilet and Trip Lever (K-3813-NY/K-9167-L-BN)

  8 |  Memoirs BubbleMassage™ Air Bath with Integral Apron 
(K-723-GBN-NY)

  9 | Harts Mill White Oak in Aged Pewter by Rustic River

10 | Choreograph® Cord Wall Kit (K-97616-T02-95)

11 | Benjamin Moore® Kendall Charcoal Paint HC-166

12 |  Rockett St George Skulls Wallpaper – Bronze Flock  
on Oil Slick

13 |  HydroRail®-R Shower Column, 8" Traditional Round 
2.5 GPM Rainhead with Katalyst® Air-Induction Spray, 
Memoirs 2.5 GPM Handshower and MasterShower® 60" 
Metal Shower Hose (K-45209-BN/K-13692-BN/ 
K-419-BN/K-9514-BN)

14 |  Memoirs Stately Rite-Temp® Pressure-Balancing Valve 
Trim (K-T463-4S-BN)

15 | Memoirs Stately Bath Spout with Diverter (K-496-BN)

16 |  Choreograph 14" Shower Locker® Storage (K-97631-95)

Not Shown: Poplin Framed Mirror (K-99666-1WC)

Featured Colors & Finishes: G88 Thunder™ Grey Impressions |  

NY Dune | 95 Ice™ Grey | BN Vibrant® Brushed Nickel | 1WC Felt Grey

GET THIS LOOK

6
5

1 1

2 2

3 3

7
8

9 10 11 12

13

16

15

14

4
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EMBER
   prism

SMOKY | TRANSITIONAL

Contrasting geometrics and a mix of materials play up 

the earthy color palette in this guest bath designed by 

Charles Pavarini, III. Accentuating subdued masculine 

hues, the styling area combines milk-chocolate-colored 

glass, metallic grasscloth wall coverings and a rich 

wood finish vanity.

The centerpiece of the room is the handcrafted artistry 

of the Derring™ sink in Bourbon Rutile, accessorized by 

the Margaux® faucet in Vibrant® Brushed Bronze.

To see more of this room, visit  
ideas.KOHLER.com/EmberPrism
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Derring™ sinks are 
finished with unique 
artisanal glazes that 

accentuate the  
textured surface.

Contemporary in design 
and function, the Gabrielle™ 

Comfort Height® toilet is 
available in a one- or  

two-piece design.

To see more of this room, visit  
ideas.KOHLER.com/EmberPrism
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Margaux® faucets 
and accessories 

mirror the minimal 
but refined aesthetic 
of the entire space.

GET THIS LOOK

1

3

4

5

8

9

10

11

6

7

2

  1 |  Margaux Widespread Bathroom Sink Faucet  
with Lever Handles (K-16232-4-BV)

  2 |  Carillon® Round Wading Pool® Above-Counter  
Bathroom Sink with Derring™ Design  
(K-17890-RL-RB2)

  3 |  Jute® 60" Wall-Hung Vanity (K-99546-SD-1WP) 

  4 |  Purist® 2.5 GPM Showerhead with Katalyst® 
Air-Induction Spray and Showerarm and Flange 
(K-965-AK-BV/K-7397-BV)

  5 |  Margaux Rite-Temp® Pressure-Balancing Valve 
Trim with Lever Handle (K-T16235-4-BV)

  6 | Margaux Towel Ring (K-16254-BV)

  7 | Margaux Horizontal Toilet Tissue Holder (K-16265-BV)

  8 |  Gabrielle™ Comfort Height® One-Piece Elongated 
1.28 GPF Toilet (K-3615-33)

  9 |  ANN SACKS® Amativo Field Tile 
(AS9983/AS10046)

10 | Benjamin Moore® Rural Earth Paint 1239

11 |  Schumacher Harrki Sisal Sepid Wallpaper 5004711

Featured Colors & Finishes:  

RB2 Bourbon Rutile | 33 Mexican Sand™ |  

BV Vibrant® Brushed Bronze | 1WP Ebony Velour
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MINIMALISM 
    UNVEILED

SMOKY | MODERN

Perched above the city with a million-dollar  

view, this private retreat was designed with a 

powerhouse couple in mind. As a combined 

wardrobe and master bathroom, Minimalism 

Unveiled brings streamlined simplicity to the 

day’s rituals and amber-hued warmth to the 

clean design.

To see more of this room, visit  
ideas.KOHLER.com/MinimalismUnveiled
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Outfitted with a large two-person 

shower, the space encourages 

shared time. Twin DTV+™ shower 

configurations invite both of  

you to enjoy personalized spa 

settings together or alone,  

including steam and music. 

The teacup 
design of the 
Abrazo® bath 

introduces clean, 
organic curves 
into the mix.

52 | SMOKY | MINIMALISM UNVEILED



DTV+™ can be combined 
and configured with 

specific components to 
create preprogrammed 

spa experiences.  

A simple solution for custom 
showers, the Choreograph®  

collection lets you personalize 
everything from full wall  

panels and accent panels  
to accessories.
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